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Tongtai, a member of the National Mask Machine Production Team, has
assembled 92 mask production lines in 45 days with other machine tool
manufacturers. The National Mask Machine Production Team won a victory
for the national epidemic prevention of Corvid-19 pandemic.

Top stories
Tongtai elites fought for Taiwan's epidemic prevention
With the spread of Corvid-19 pandemic, masks become strategic
materials that affect national security. To solve the shortage of
masks, more than 30 machine tool
manufacturers, called the National
Mask Machine Production Team,
voluntarily
assembled
mask
production lines. One of the key
men behind the team is Chairman
Yen.
As President Yen recalled, he
began to think about the possibility
of helping to assemble the mask
production line in late January. On
February 4, President Yen contacted the Ministry of the Economy and volunteered to help. Unexpectedly, Habor Precision Chairman Hsu Wen-hsien, and Taiwan
Takisawa General Manager Win-

ston Dai also contacted the government at the same time. They
made a field survey of the mask
production factories and formed a
group of over 30 machine tool
companies to become a mask
machine production team. They
were competitors, now they cooperated with each other to complete
the mission.
There were 6 colleagues in Tongtai team, including Manager Able
Yao, Manager Tsang Lee, Luhe Li,
Ruibin Xu, Jiandong Guo and
Yinghong Cai. They worked overtime every day, but felt no hardship. Finally, Tongtai and other
members accomplished this mission impossible by relying on a
belief in “Fighting for Taiwan”.

Tongtai is encouraged by
thank you cards all over Taiwan
Being one of the National Mask Machine Production Team members,
Tongtai has received
lots of thank you cards
from all over Taiwan. In
addition to thanking
everyone for the encouragement,
Tongtai
reminds everyone to
follow the epidemic
prevention policy, wash
hands frequently, wear
a mask, and keep social
distance.

PCI-SCEMM used 3D printing
technology to help France
As the European epidemic continued to heat up, Tongtai’s European subsidiary PCI-SCEMM contributed to the effort. The AMTC
application center used 3D printing technology to manufacture the
frame of the mask elastic adjuster.
On April 9th, it was presented to
Saint-Étienne University Medical

Center to assist the frontline medical staff to protect their health.

Tongtai got ISO 45001:2018 certificate
Tongtai works hard in developing a
healthy and safe workplace for the
employees. On August 2018, Tongtai
introduced ISO 45001:2018 occupational health and safety management systems and enforced a series
of improving measures including
system optimization, staff training,
and strengthening the executions on
improvements, audits, and management after risk evaluations. In January 2020, it was verified by the Metal
Industry Research and Development Center (MIRDC). Through the
efforts and perseverance of the
team, the certificate was successful-

ly obtained on February 27, 2020.
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The first machine tool manufacturer to
obtain product carbon footprint certification
Tongtai has been verified by
meeting the requirements of ISO
14064-1: 2006 last year. This
year, SGS has been commissioned by Tongtai to conduct the
life cycle Greenhouse Gas emissions verification of Drilling
Machine (SDL-620) in accordance with the requirements of
ISO 14067:2018. Tongtai became
the first machine tool manufacturer to obtain product carbon footprint certification.
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Exhibitions
Tongtai and Lenz exhibited together at
IPC APEX Expo2020
IPC APEX Expo2020 is the
largest circuit board and electronic assembly technology
exhibition in North America. It
is held in San Diego, California on February 4-6 this year.
This time, Tongtai and Lenz,
exhibited together, attracting
a lot of attention.

TTGroup Epidemic Prevention Column
Tongtai also has implemented relevant anti-epidemic measures in the
factory according to the regulations of the Epidemic Prevention Center to
protect health together.

Temperature monitoring
1. Daily temperature monitoring.

The group's subsidiaries have also implemented various epidemic prevention measures.

Shuzhou Tong-Yu
In accordance with the local government's resumption of work regulations, the progress of
resumption of work in mid-April has exceeded 90%.

2. Persons with fever must notify the nurse immediately, wear a mask and see a doctor.
3. After the doctor evaluates as a suspected patient, he must immediately notify the nurse,
and detailing the contact list.

APEC
In addition to encouraging colleagues to wash their hands more, each person was issued a

Home quarantine
1. Be in home quarantine for 14 days after 3/19 00:00 AM.
2. During the quarantine period, stay in the designated place, do not go out or go abroad,
and do not take public transportation.
3. If you feel unwell, the health bureau will arrange medical treatment, do not seek medical
treatment yourself.
4. Measure and record body temperature and physical symptom every morning / night.
5. If you can work again after the home quarantine period, you must perform health
management for 14 days.

Visitors
1. Those who have a history of foreign travel and fever within 14 days, are not allowed to
enter Tongtai.
2. Both visitors and reception colleagues must wear masks.
3. Visitors fill in the "Travel, Contact History, Self-Health Screening Questionnaire" before
visiting Tongtai.

bottle of dry cleaner.

Honor Seiki
In order to prevent group gatherings or community infections, Honor Seiki announced that
during the epidemic prevention period, foreign employees should not apply for an overnight
stay to avoid the risk of infection.

Quick-TECH
All colleagues wear masks to work, and foreign colleagues also prepare alcohol, and other
epidemic personal prevention products.

PCI&ANGER
In response to European social habits, special emphasis is placed on avoiding handshake,
kissing and other physical contact greetings, and establishing a safe disassembly and
disinfection process for goods and mail sent from areas with severe epidemics, such as Italy.

Meeting

Video conferences were also aligned with parent company Tongtai to establish a
transnational communication mechanism for technological epidemic prevention.

1. Give priority to video conferences instead of physical conferences.
2. When holding a physical meeting, all staff should wear masks.

Dining
1. Serve lunch boxes since 3/26.
2. Do not talk when eating.

APEC

Honor Seiki

Quick-TECH

PCI
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